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Abstract— This work gives optimized solution to make 

feasible Elevator application in heavy lifting and passing in 

coal and car gorals cargos. Rotary drum to be optimized with 

putting same diameter as required. Design is planned with 

casting stiffening links patterned circularly in round drum to 

form complete hollow drum its replacing side disc of drum to 

make lightweight, loading conditions are put by considering 

maximum loads. Drum behavior is analyzed in ansys tool in 

variations of degree of rotation from 0 to 360 degree. Finally 

conclusion will be opting to make optimization feasible or 

not. We form few variants in design and compare results with 

each other. Finally the best drum design is found and from 

results it is found feasible in working also in 

manufacturability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Cargo elevator is based on simple concepts. Elevator by 

definition means to haul or to raise an object to higher 

altitudes.  are mechanical or electromechanical devices used 

to move an object from one point to another, which would be 

otherwise physically challenging. The object can be raised, 

lowered or moved depending on the necessity. The Elevator 

work on the basic principle of balance of forces where an 

equal and opposite force is applied on the load force. The 

applied force can be reduced by using a pulley system. 

 In underground mining Elevator or winder is used to 

raise and lower conveyances within the cargo shaft. Modern 

Elevators are normally powered using electric motors. Drum 

Elevators are the most common type of Elevator used. When 

using a drum Elevator the Elevatoring cable is wound around 

the drum when the conveyance is lifted. Single-drum 

Elevators can be used in smaller applications, however 

double-drum Elevators easily allow the Elevator of two 

conveyances in balance (i.e. one skip being lifted while a 

second skip is being lowered). Drum Elevators are mounted 

on concrete within a Elevator room, the Elevator ropes run 

from the drum, up to the top of the head frame, over a sheave 

wheel and down where they connect to the conveyance.  

 

 

 
Fig. 1 : Cargo Elevator 

 In mining industry cargo Elevator is the most 

commonly used mining equipment used for hauling and 

conveying the mining material. These are commonly used in 

coal and iron cargos etc. Cargo Elevators are mechanical 

equipment by using which mining material will be raised or 

lowered. Cargo Elevators works on Principle that loads can 

be lifted by applying equal and opposite force. 

 Cargos are generally powered by using the electric 

motor. Motorized cargo Elevators have made mining more 

rapid. The most common type of cargo Elevator used in 

mining industry is drum type cargo Elevator. These are 

mainly consisting of central drum, sheave pulley and cage or 

skip. In drum type cargo Elevator wire rope is wound on 

central drum while the lifting the cage. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Review of related literature helps one to get more insight into 

theory and formulas that are going to be used to carry out the 

project especially in the design and analysis. It helps to solve 

one’s problem through comparing how other researchers have 

formulated their solutions in the field of interest. This will 

assist in gaining methodological insight to the project.   

 Types of Elevator Systems the three principal types 

of Elevators used in mining applications are friction 

Elevators, drum Elevators and Blair multi-rope Elevators. 

Mechanically these types of Elevator systems are quite 

different but the electrical systems are similar with different 

motor sizes determined by the load size to be carried.  

A. Drum Elevators:  

The Elevator rope is stored on the drum in drum Elevators. It 

can be a single drum Elevator or a double drum Elevator. 

They are suitable for both inclined and vertical shafts. Drum 

Elevators employ a drum so that the cable winds around it as 

the load/conveyance is lifted to the surface. The number of 

layers is usually less than four. In general, rope maintenance 

is less frequent in drum Elevators than friction type Elevators. 

Also drum Elevators do not require space below the 

conveyance for tail ropes. They are usually located at some 

distance from the shaft and require a head frame and sheaves 

to centre the Elevator ropes in the shaft compartment [2].   

 
Fig. 2: Drum Elevators 

B. Single drum Elevators:  

They comprise a single driving winding drum, a sheave 

mounted in headgear, a wire cable, and a conveyance. The 

cable passes from the drum over the sheave, forming a 

horizontal or inclined centenary, to the conveyance 

constrained to move in a vertical shaft, and forms the vertical 

rope hanging below the head sheave [4]. This is the simplest 

design compared to either double drum or friction type 

Elevators. In this system usually a single rope is used to 

Elevator a single conveyance (cage or skip) with no 

counterweight. Due to the unbalanced load, single drums 

Elevators are in general slower. They are usually employed 

in shallow shafts and where the duties require low power. 

They are preferred for shallow shafts with depths of less than 

250 meters. Normally one conveyance is used, allowing for a 

smaller, more optimal shaft diameter. Common applications 

are equipment and personnel transport. Single drum Blair 

Multi-Rope (BMR) Elevators can be used, where two ropes 

are used with a single conveyance [2]. 

 
Fig. 3: Single drum Elevator 

C. Double drum Elevators:  

These systems are formed essentially by two mechanically 

coupled single-drum systems. It is driven by two electric 

motors which makes the twin drums of double drum 

Elevators be rotated independently of one another. This 

system operates at higher depths. Double drum Elevators can 

be used for all shaft depths ranging from about 100 meters to 

ultra-deep down to 3000 meters. Due to their independent 

rotation double drum Elevators are well suited for multiple 

level cargos where rope stretch can become a problem [4]. To 

reduce the required motor torque in double drum systems, the 

unbalanced force is reduced by carrying two cages in balance 

[2]. 

 
Fig. 4: Double drum Elevators 

D. Friction Elevators:  

Friedrich Koepe is credited with the invention of friction 

Elevator drums in the late 19th century. It has two 

conveyances, each supported by the head rope passing over 

the friction wheel driven by an electric motor. The tail rope 

attached to the conveyances improves the balance of the 

system [3]. Friction Elevators can be mounted on the ground 

or they can be mounted on a tower. These systems can have 

a single cage/skip and a balancing weight or two cages thus 

they are balanced. Due to the balanced systems, frictions 

Elevators require less horsepower to operate. The ropes used 
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with friction Elevators suffer from fatigue and the safety 

factors applying in friction Elevator ropes are higher [1]. 

 
Fig. 5: Friction Elevators 

III. MATERIAL REVIEW 

The cargo is a well-established small scale Zimbabwean gold 

cargo. The cargo was established in 2010 and has been 

operational since then. It employs over thirty workers. The 

cargo has a current production capacity of approximately 5 

kilograms of gold per month. Its shaft is 86 meters deep. Like 

most small scale cargos, the cargo does not have the proper 

equipment for transporting personnel and ore in the shaft.  

 The selection of the best concept is much oriented 

on the cargo size and the objectives of the project. The single 

drum concept is the simplest design. These systems are 

generally suitable for lower-powered duties in shallow shafts. 

They are preferred for shallow shafts with depths of less than 

250 meters. A double drum Elevator is more expensive than 

the single drum Elevator. Double drum Elevators are suitable 

for ultra-deep shafts up to 3000 meters. Due to their 

independent rotation double drum Elevators are well suited 

for multiple level cargos. 

 The cargo is not a multi-level cargo and its depth is 

only 86 meters. Friction Elevators are suitable for high-

efficiency and high-capacity production winding and has a 

limited rope fatigue life due to friction; this will make the 

system expensive due to maintenance. The decision matrix 

was employed in the selection of the most suitable concept 

after coming up with three possible solutions. 

IV. WORKING: 

The Cargo Elevator works on the central hub the complete 

study of Design and optimization with structural behavior 

analysis of central drum in cargo Elevator is done through the 

CAD/CAM/CAE Software Cero Parametric 2.0 and ANSYS, 

Inc. 15. 

A. Cero Parametric 2.0 

Cero Parametric is the standard in 3D CAD, featuring state-

of-the-art productivity tools that promote best practices in 

design while ensuring compliance with your industry and 

company standards. Cero Parametric provides the broadest 

range of powerful yet flexible 3D CAD capabilities to help 

you address your most pressing design challenges including 

accommodating late stage changes, working with multi-CAD 

data and electromechanical design. A scalable offering of 

integrated, parametric, 3D CAD, CAID, CAM, and CAE 

solutions allows you to design faster than ever, while 

maximizing innovation and quality to ultimately create 

exceptional products. As part of the Cero product family, 

Cero Parametric can share data seamlessly with other Cero 

apps. This means that no time is wasted on data translation 

and resulting errors are eliminated. Users can seamlessly 

move between different modes of modeling and 2D and 3D 

design data can easily move between apps while retaining 

design intent. This results in an unprecedented level of 

interoperability and delivers break-through productivity 

gains throughout many product development processes. 

B. ANSYS, Inc. 15 

ANSYS offers a comprehensive software suite that spans the 

entire range of physics, providing access to virtually any field 

of engineering simulation that a design process requires. 

Organizations around the world trust ANSYS to deliver the 

best value for their engineering simulation software 

investment. Simulation-Driven Product Development takes 

engineering simulation to another level ― the unequalled 

depth and breadth of our software coupled with its unmatched 

engineered scalability, comprehensive multi-physics 

foundation and adaptive architecture set our technology apart 

from other CAE tools. These ANSYS Advantages add value 

to the engineering design process by delivering efficiency, 

driving innovation and reducing physical constraints, 

enabling simulated tests that might not be possible otherwise. 

The Rope specification is 

Length of rope: 50000 mm 

Nominal breaking load: 133 kN 

Weight: 0.86 kg/m 

Rope construction: 6 x 26 RRL(right regular lay) rope 

Safety factor of rope 

= (Minimum breaking load) / Load applied 

 = 133 / 15 = 8.87 

 

The Drum calculations are as follows 

Parameter required, 

 Maximum load =15 kN 

 Diameter of rope = 14 mm 

 Length of rope = 50000mm 

 
Fig. 6: Actual and conceptual model 
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V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the study of the design and optimization 

of Central Drum in Cargo Elevator. As we see the central 

drum in cargo Elevator is large and heavy for manufacturing 

and installation and to rotate full body with loads. The study 

gives the new design which can reduce the weight of central 

drum. The design of side disc type structure is replaced with 

Arm type structure, which makes the central drum little light 

in weight without affecting its strength. By reducing the 

weight of central drum, we made the central drum easy to 

manufacture and installation 
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